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Why Use a Chartered Quantity Surveyor?
Chartered Quantity Surveyors are highly trained professionals offering expert advice on
construction costs and procurement options.

What does a Quantity Surveyor do?
A quantity surveyor is an expert in the costing of a building through all stages of its life, although
at Julian Church & Associates we concentrate on its initial construction and fit out costs and/or
alteration and refurbishment costs.
Julian Church and Associates work on the latest restaurant & hospitality schemes but also work
on retail, educational, healthcare, office fit out and general construction works. Quantity
Surveyors must have strong financial, analytical, interpretative and teamwork skills.

Clients rely on our judgement to ensure the smooth running of any project and provide value
for money.

How do Julian Church and Associates work?
As Chartered Quantity Surveyors, we are professionals who offer a variety of services across the
whole of the built environment.

Before a construction project starts, a quantity surveyor will study the drawings and
specifications about a new building as normally provided by architects, interior designers and
engineers. From this information, we are able to calculate initial feasibility costs for the works &
set budgets, then as the design develops we are able to assess the quantities of materials for the
build. We will manage and monitor the procurement and tendering process, then whilst on site
we provide or assist with contract administration and provide commercial management.

Some key highlights include:
Design economics and cost planning
Added value to design solutions. Key attributes: strategic advice on schematic development
plans
Procurement and tendering
Optimise cost and procurement opportunities.
Key attributes: Increased certainty that building/ fit out will be completed within budget
Contract Administration
Administer Construction Contracts.
Key attributes: Diplomacy and legal knowledge

Commercial Management
Assessment of completed work costs
Key Attributes: Knowledge of contract, negotiating, procurement, finance, risk and project costs.
All our Quantity Surveyors are generalists in terms of the works they produce during a project
life cycle, however some prefer & will favour precontract or post contract aspects more. We are
expert and favour work in the hospitality sector but our skills are transferrable across all market
sectors.
In delivery of our services, we will show an in-depth knowledge of construction design costs and
programmes as well as effective inter-personal and team building skills. This is all coupled with
good communication skills with a firm but diplomatic approach.

Schedule of Services
The services to be provided by the Quantity Surveyor are those which are set out below:
Preparation Stage Services

Feasibility Studies
Carry out feasibility studies to evaluate the financial viability of the project, to provide the base
for commercial decisions in respect of equity participation, financial arrangements etc. and to
provide the framework for monitoring the financial performance of the project.
Carry out sensitivity analysis to check the impact on the financial framework when the deciding
factors vary from the basic assumptions.

Concept Design Estimate
Prepare preliminary estimates for alternative designs during the Concept Design Stage.
Compare the cost and time implications of the alternative designs to assist the Employer
in his final selection and to establish the Budget.

Cost Planning
Discuss with the Architect the conceptual idea and essential particulars of his scheme
and prepare a Cost Plan for the project. The total of the Cost Plan should be in line with
the Employer’s approved Budget. The Cost Plan shall list in detail the various cost
centers complete with their controlling quantities and rates to assist the Lead
Consultant in his design development and selection of materials.

Cost Studies
In the Preliminary Design/Design Development Stage, attend design meetings and carry
out cost studies on various alternatives to assist the Employer and Lead Consultant in
their decisions.
When required, prepare cash flow predictions based on the latest cost estimate and
development programme.

Preliminary Design/Detailed Cost Estimate
When the Preliminary/ Design Drawings are completed, prepare a detailed cost
estimate to check that the design meets the Budget requirements.

Tendering Stage Services
Procurement Strategy
Discuss with the Lead Consultant and Employer on the Procurement Strategy for the
project and make recommendations on :
i) the total number of main contracts and sub-contracts and their respective scope of
works

ii) the cost budgets for each main contract and sub-contract. These estimated cost
budgets should follow that determined by the Cost Plan or the Preliminary
Design/Detailed Cost Estimate.
iii) the mode of tendering and tendering schedule for the works

Prequalification of Tenderers
Invite tenderers to register for the works and carry out prequalification exercises (if
necessary) for tenderers so registered and submit report to the Employer.

Contract Conditions
Provide advice as to the most suitable Standard Form of Contract for the Works and
prepare the necessary special conditions as appropriate for consideration by the Lead
Consultant and Employer.

Tender Documents
Prepare tender documents including conditions to tender, contract conditions, bills of
quantities/schedules of works and other portions for the works in accordance with their
specialities and requirements.
Bills of Quantities shall be prepared for all trades/building and architectural works only
Drawings and Technical Specifications, Schedules etc. shall be prepared by other
consultants for incorporation into the tender documents.

Pre-tender Estimates
Prepare pre-tender estimates for the works to check that the Tender documents
prepared are in line with their approved budgets.
.

Tender Queries
In the tendering stage, handle all tender queries. All tender queries should be fully
discussed with the Employer and the Lead Consultant etc. and answered in a joint reply

Tender Analysis and Reporting
Carry out analysis on tenders received. Assist the Lead Consultant and the Employer to
analysis the technical portions of the tender as appropriate and check the tenders for
arithmetic errors and contractual qualifications. Issue queries as required to clarify
ambiguities in the pricing, technical and contractual points etc. Check the tenders for
submissions like bonds, guarantees etc. required. Compile all findings and
recommendations into a tender report to the Employer.
All recommended tenders should be compared against their approved budgets.
Sections of the works that exceed their budgets shall be analysed for the underlying
reason and may be subject to value engineering as necessary until it meets satisfaction.

Contract Clarification
Assist the Client in tender interviews to clarify both the terms and pricing of the tenders.
Collate records of relevant matters arising for incorporation as necessary into the
contract documents. Make recommendations on tenders to be considered for award,
listing alterations and clarifications to be incorporated.

Contract Awards and Documents
Assist the Employer to draft, check or negotiate with the successful tender on the final
contract documents. All awards shall be made by the Employer. The Quantity Surveyor
shall assist the Employer to issue the ‘Letter to Proceed’.
Subsequent to the award of the tender by the Employer, collate all documents and
prepare the formal contract documents for signature by the Employer and the
Contractor. Drawings shall be prepared and bound by the Lead Consultant.

Construction Stage Services
Financial Statements
Prepare financial statements at monthly/quarterly/regular intervals. The statements
shall show all committed and known intended expenses and their comparison with the
original budget allowances. Each Statement shall show the financial implication of the
awarded contract, issued drawings, architect’s instructions and claims etc. and reflect
the estimated final account figure for the Works.

Monthly Interim Payment Valuations
Prepare monthly interim payment valuations in accordance with the progress of work
completed as approved by the Architect.
Incorporate financial implications due to design changes etc. as appropriate in the
payment valuations.

Design Change Pre-approvals
When a proposal is made to vary the design, a quick estimate of the cost involved and
assessment of any contractual implications shall be made and reported to the
Employer to assist him in deciding whether to implement the design change or not.

Assessment of Variations
During the course of construction, carry out regular assessments of Lead Consultant’s
instructions, remeasurement of provisional quantities and adjustment of Prime Cost
Rates etc. in a timely manner and hold negotiations with the Contractors to achieve
preliminary agreements regarding the financial effect of the same.
The assessed variations shall be discussed and agreed with the Contractor and listed for
the Employer’s information.
Carry out preliminary assessment of all claims received and incorporate them in the
financial statements.

Contract Administration
Assist the Architect in his administration of the Contract and advise on the Employer’s
rights and obligations under the contract, including that in respect of the construction
progress, quality, cost and other subjects.
If significant changes are planned and approved by the Employer, assist the Employer
to agree the time and financial implication with the Contractor and prepare
Supplementary Agreements to such effect to avoid unnecessary disputes at a later
stage.
Assist the Employer to handle claims submitted by Contractors. Analysis the claims and
prepare counter-claims complete with arguments and calculations, where appropriate.
Analysis the contractual reasons, method of calculation for the claims submitted and
assist in the negotiations between the Employer and the Contractor to arrive at an
amicable agreement.

Final Account Stage Services
Draft Final Account
When the Works are practically completed, prepare a draft final account based on the
Construction Drawings, Architect’s Instructions, Claims, Inspection Reports and other
relevant documents. Within circumstances under control of the Quantity Surveyor, the
Draft Final Account shall be completed within the Defects Liability Period.

Verification with the Contractor
Carry out quantity checks and rates discussions with the Contractors to establish the
accuracy of all measurements and the validity and reasonableness of all rates applied.
Obtain the Contractor’s agreement when possible. After such verifications, compile a
final account report listing the calculated final figures, its build-up and all discrepancies
with the Contractor’s figures and its underlying reasons for the Employer’s decision on
items that have not been agreed.

Final Accounts
When the Employer approves the final account or agrees with the Contractor on the
final amount, prepare the Final Account for the Works.

For more information please see our website www.jca-ltd.co.uk
Call us on 01903 533770
Or email office@jca-ltd.co.uk

